
Single Celebrity: John Mayer
Tries to Score a Date with
David  Foster’s  Daughter  on
Instagram

By Marissa Donovan

John Mayer seems to be searching for his next romance! The
Love on The Weekend singer left a comment on David Foster’s
Instagram picture asking if he suggest him to his daughter
Erin. Foster has yet to make a public comment about Mayer’s
remark. After breaking up with celebrity ex Katy Perry, the
singer reflected on their relationship with song “Still Feel
Like Your Man.” According to UsMagazine.com, the singer has
clearly moved on and is scoping out his next romance.
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This single celebrity made one bold
move! What are some ways to utilize
social media for dating purposes?

Cupid’s Advice:

Over the recent years, dating has gone digital and has changed
our ways of meeting new people. Here are some ways to use
social media for dating purposes:

1. Download apps: Dating apps can be a hit or miss when it
comes  to  dating  someone.  Some  people  get  lucky  and  meet
someone,  while  others  find  themselves  mindlessly  swiping.
Before downloading any dating app, do your research on one you
may be interested in and see how you can create a dating
profile that others will be interested in.

Related Link: Celebrity Exes Katy Perry and John Mayer Spark
Latest Celebrity Gossip By Spending Super Bowl Together

2. Create a dating resume: Get creative and humorous with you
love  life  by  making  a  funny,  yet  charming  dating  resume.
According  to  NYPost.com,  a  student  from  Michigan  State
University created one and it apparently had a successful
response. You can also come up with another creative concept
that can help boost your dating game.

Related Link: Celebrity News: Is John Mayer’s New Song ‘Paper
Doll’ about Taylor Swift?

3. Direct message: Mayer is not the only one that’s used
Instagram for getting girls. According to People.com, Justin
Bieber directed message a gym’s Instagram account by asking
for a girls name in a photo they posted. Although this may
seem  like  the  easiest  avenue  to  try  dating,  use  with
precaution! Direct messages can often come across as creepy if
you have never met the person. If you’ve met person you are
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messaging, then it may be okay to send a flirty message.

Who do you think John Mayer will date next? What dating tips
would you give him? Let us know in the comments!
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